BASE STICKER CARDS

1 of 9
80s TOYS STICKER

MUSCLE 
MANNY 

2 of 9
80s TOYS STICKER

MAD 
PAUL 

3 of 9
80s TOYS STICKER

D & D 
RUB- 

4 of 9
80s TOYS STICKER

PET 
MONSTER 

5 of 9
80s TOYS STICKER

MUTILA- 
TED 

6 of 9
80s TOYS STICKER

FLO 
WORM 

7 of 9
80s TOYS STICKER

WACKY 
WENDY 

8 of 9
80s TOYS STICKER

SY- 
MON 

9 of 9
80s TOYS STICKER

SKIPPY- 
IT 

1 of 9
80s CARTOONS STICKER

HE- 
MANNY 

2 of 9
80s CARTOONS STICKER

SHE- 
BOO 

3 of 9
80s CARTOONS STICKER

OTTO 
BOOT 

4 of 9
80s CARTOONS STICKER

JEN 
GEM 

5 of 9
80s CARTOONS STICKER

GARGA 
MEL 

6 of 9
80s CARTOONS STICKER

STRAWBERRY 
JERI 

7 of 9
80s CARTOONS STICKER

RAINBOW 
RAINE 

8 of 9
80s CARTOONS STICKER

MONA- 
CHIHICI 

9 of 9
80s CARTOONS STICKER

CENTI- 
PETE 

1 of 9
80s VIDEO GAMES STICKER

COIL 
MAN FEVER 

2 of 9
80s VIDEO GAMES STICKER

DEEPAK- 
KONRAD 

3 of 9
80s VIDEO GAMES STICKER

DRUNKY 
ROOM 

4 of 9
80s VIDEO GAMES STICKER

MARSH 
DUCK 

5 of 9
80s VIDEO GAMES STICKER

BURGER 
TIM 

6 of 9
80s VIDEO GAMES STICKER

DAG 
DOUG 

7 of 9
80s VIDEO GAMES STICKER

FRAN- 
GGLE ROCKET 

8 of 9
80s VIDEO GAMES STICKER

TRE 
IS COMPANY 

9 of 9
80s VIDEO GAMES STICKER

CLAIRE S. 
THE BEEF 

1 of 9
80s TV SHOWS & ADS STICKER

BATTY 
MANNY 

2 of 9
80s TV SHOWS & ADS STICKER

PARKER- 
GEIST 

3 of 9
80s TV SHOWS & ADS STICKER

CRIME 
DOUG 

4 of 9
80s TV SHOWS & ADS STICKER

REE WEE 
HURTIN' 

5 of 9
80s TV SHOWS & ADS STICKER

DOUBLE 
DARREN 

6 of 9
80s TV SHOWS & ADS STICKER

BLISSFUL 
BALKI 

7 of 9
80s TV SHOWS & ADS STICKER

TRE 
IS COMPANY 

8 of 9
80s TV SHOWS & ADS STICKER

CLAIRE S. 
THE BEEF 

9 of 9
80s TV SHOWS & ADS STICKER

DOMINIC 
PIZZA 

1 of 9
80s MOVIES STICKER

BATTLE 
MANNY 

2 of 9
80s MOVIES STICKER

PARKER- 
GEIST 

3 of 9
80s MOVIES STICKER

CRIME 
DOUG 

4 of 9
80s MOVIES STICKER

REE WEE 
HURTIN' 

5 of 9
80s MOVIES STICKER

DOUBLE 
DARREN 

6 of 9
80s MOVIES STICKER

BLISSFUL 
BALKI 

7 of 9
80s MOVIES STICKER

TRE 
IS COMPANY 

8 of 9
80s MOVIES STICKER

CLAIRE S. 
THE BEEF 

9 of 9
80s MOVIES STICKER

DOMINIC 
PIZZA 

1 of 9
80s CELEBRITIES STICKER

MOLE 
DONNA 

2 of 9
80s CELEBRITIES STICKER

BROCK 
MERY 

3 of 9
80s CELEBRITIES STICKER

GRUESOME 
GALLAGHER 

4 of 9
80s CELEBRITIES STICKER

MARY 
MERCH 

5 of 9
80s CELEBRITIES STICKER

BOB 
GROSS 

6 of 9
80s CELEBRITIES STICKER

FOOTY 
FRED 

7 of 9
80s CELEBRITIES STICKER

AL- 
VERA 

8 of 9
80s CELEBRITIES STICKER

EL- 
VERA 

9 of 9
80s CELEBRITIES STICKER

SHER 
HAIRY 

1 of 9
80s FASHIONS & FADS STICKER

BIG HAIR 
SHER 

2 of 9
80s FASHIONS & FADS STICKER

SHOULDER 
PAT 

3 of 9
80s FASHIONS & FADS STICKER

PES 
WARMERS 

4 of 9
80s FASHIONS & FADS STICKER

SLAPPY 
STEPHIE 

5 of 9
80s FASHIONS & FADS STICKER

HARRY 
METAL 

6 of 9
80s FASHIONS & FADS STICKER

FLATTOP 
AESOP 

7 of 9
80s FASHIONS & FADS STICKER

BREAK- 
LANCE 

8 of 9
80s FASHIONS & FADS STICKER

KIRK 
CARDIGAN 

9 of 9
80s FASHIONS & FADS STICKER

FASHION 
ABEL 

1 of 9
80s CULTURE STICKER

NEWT 
COLA 

2 of 9
80s CULTURE STICKER

NEON 
ART 

3 of 9
80s CULTURE STICKER

LOATOMESOME 
LISA 

4 of 9
80s CULTURE STICKER

TRAPPED 
TRACY 

5 of 9
80s CULTURE STICKER

FLOPPY 
DIRK 

6 of 9
80s CULTURE STICKER

SAL 
PHONE 

7 of 9
80s CULTURE STICKER

BLOCKED 
BUSTER 

8 of 9
80s CULTURE STICKER

WALK 
MANNIE 

9 of 9
80s CULTURE STICKER

WALK 
MANNIE 


9 of 9 80s CULTURE STICKER
a MIXED b TATE
9 of 9 80s CULTURE STICKER
b REESE
9 of 9 80s CULTURE STICKER
b WIND

1 of 9 80s HISTORY STICKER
a BURL N. b WALL
1 of 9 80s HISTORY STICKER
b WRECKED
1 of 9 80s HISTORY STICKER
b RONALD

2 of 9 80s HISTORY STICKER
a NO-NO b NANCY
2 of 9 80s HISTORY STICKER
b RIPPIN
2 of 9 80s HISTORY STICKER
b REAGAN

3 of 9 80s HISTORY STICKER
a MESSY b MIKHAIL
3 of 9 80s HISTORY STICKER
b GROSS
3 of 9 80s HISTORY STICKER
b GORBACHEV

4 of 9 80s HISTORY STICKER
a OBSTRUCTIN' b OLLIE
4 of 9 80s HISTORY STICKER
b KNOW-NOTHIN'
4 of 9 80s HISTORY STICKER
b NORTH

5 of 9 80s HISTORY STICKER
a COLD b WARREN
5 of 9 80s HISTORY STICKER
b NUCLEAR ESCALATION
5 of 9 80s HISTORY STICKER
b SEAN

6 of 9 80s HISTORY STICKER
a HANS b ACROSS AMERICA
6 of 9 80s HISTORY STICKER
b HANDY
6 of 9 80s HISTORY STICKER
b ANDY

7 of 9 80s HISTORY STICKER
a MILK b CARLTON
7 of 9 80s HISTORY STICKER
b HAVE YOU SEEN
7 of 9 80s HISTORY STICKER
b MIA

8 of 9 80s HISTORY STICKER
a OILY b OLIVER
8 of 9 80s HISTORY STICKER
b SPILLED
8 of 9 80s HISTORY STICKER
b SPENCE

9 of 9 80s HISTORY STICKER
a OZONE b HOLLY
9 of 9 80s HISTORY STICKER
b OZ
9 of 9 80s HISTORY STICKER
b ZONE DEPLETION

1 of 9 80s SITCOM STICKER
a ADAM b GRAND
1 of 9 80s SITCOM STICKER
b GOLDBERG

2 of 9 80s SITCOM STICKER
a ADOLESCENT b ADAM
2 of 9 80s SITCOM STICKER
b STILL-GROWING
2 of 9 80s SITCOM STICKER
b GOLDBERG

3 of 9 80s SITCOM STICKER
a ADULT/CHILD b ADAM
3 of 9 80s SITCOM STICKER
b GROANING
3 of 9 80s SITCOM STICKER
b GOLDBERG

4 of 9 80s SITCOM STICKER
a BERSERK b BARRY
4 of 9 80s SITCOM STICKER
b CALLED
4 of 9 80s SITCOM STICKER
b GOLDBERG

5 of 9 80s SITCOM STICKER
a EIGHTIES b ERICA
5 of 9 80s SITCOM STICKER
b GARRULOUS
5 of 9 80s SITCOM STICKER
b GOLDBERG

6 of 9 80s SITCOM STICKER
a BIG-HEARTED b BEVERLY
6 of 9 80s SITCOM STICKER
b GENEROUS
6 of 9 80s SITCOM STICKER
b GOLDBERG

7 of 9 80s SITCOM STICKER
a MANLY b MURRAY
7 of 9 80s SITCOM STICKER
b GRUFF
7 of 9 80s SITCOM STICKER
b GOLDBERG

8 of 9 80s SITCOM STICKER
a AVOIDANCE b ALBERT
8 of 9 80s SITCOM STICKER
b SLIPPING-AWAY
8 of 9 80s SITCOM STICKER
b SOLOMON

9 of 9 80s SITCOM STICKER
a REBOUND b RICK
9 of 9 80s SITCOM STICKER
b MID-RANGE
9 of 9 80s SITCOM STICKER
b MELLOR

INSERTS

BATHROOM BUDDIES
1a BO- WL
1b SWIRL LEE
1c INVISIBLE MANNY
1d STREAMING STAN
1e JUGG- LIN
1f DROP A BRUCE

GROSS BEARS
21 ZIT BEAR
22 MELTED BEAR
23 BONY BEAR
24 TRASH BEAR
25 BAT BEAR
26 BICEP BEAR
27 BUTT BEAR
28 BARE BEAR

80S WAX PACK PARODIES
1 I.A. THE ILLEGAL-ALIEN
2 THE F-TEAM
3 PASTORS OF THE UNIVERSE
4 ALPHA DOG
5 BOOGER FLICKS
6 GROSS BLISTERS II
7 FATMAN
8 NINTENDUMB SHAME PACK
9 TEENAGE, MUTANT, NINJA & FERTILE
10 HOBOCOP

CLASSIC 80S STICKERS
1a NEW WAVE DAVE
1b GRAFFITI PETEY
2a RAPPIN' RON
2b RAY GUN
3a HOT HEAD HARVEY
3b ROY BOT
4a WARRIN' WARREN
4b BRETT VET
5a CATTY KATHY
5b KITTY LITTER
6a SPRAYED WADE
6b TAGGED TAD
7a REUBEN CUBE
7b BLOCKHEAD BLAKE
8a KIT VIDEO
8b HAM ACTOR
9a ALEC GATOR
9b CROCOCO- DALE
10a V. C. ARNIE
PACH CARDS
1a NEW WAVE DAVE
1b GRAFFITI PETEY
2a RAPPIN' RON
2b RAY GUN
3a HOT HEAD HARVEY
3b ROY BOT
4a WARRIN' WARREN
4b BRETT VET
5a CATTY KATHY
5b KITTY LITTER
6a SPRAYED WADE
6b TAGGED TAD
7a REUBEN CUBE
7b BLOCKHEAD BLAKE
8a KIT VIDEO
8b HAM ACTOR
9a ALEC GATOR
9b CROCO- DALE
10a V. C. ARNIE
10b CASSETTE CASEY

80s SITCOM AUTOGRAPH CARDS
Jeff Garlin
George Segal
Bryan Callen
Wendi McLendon-Covey
Hayley Orrantia
Sean Giambrone
Patton Oswalt
Troy Gentile
Adam F. Goldberg